SYSO
Shelton Youth Soccer Organization

Concession Stand Duty Contract

The concession stand at Capewell Park is the clubhouse of SYSO. In addition to the two
bathrooms located inside the stand, the snack bar is fully functioning complete with state
of the art appliances. It offers a comprehensive menu including the following items:
Hamburger / cheeseburger

An assortment of ice cream

Hotdog

An assortment of candy

Chicken Fillet sandwich

Hot chocolate

Chicken Tenders

Coffee
French Vanilla Coffee

Bacon Egg and Cheese on a hard roll

Chilly Willy

Sausage Egg and Cheese on a hard roll

Tea

Donuts

Soda

French Fries

PowerAde

Onion Rings

BottledWater

Every season we see an outpouring of support by the SYSO parents, and are thankful to the
many moms and dads who have donated their time and effort to assist us in working the
stand over the past seasons.
A successful concession stand is dependent on the efforts of volunteers; and an undertaking
of this magnitude cannot be taken on by only a few people. Therefore each season we enlist
the support of all SYSO travel families to assist us in making this stand a successful
venture. Proceeds of the stand will help SYSO offset CJSA fees for insurance covering all
players and coaches, purchase new equipment, maintain fields along with the assistance of
the city, pay referees, and assist in payment of travel team expenses all in an effort to keep
the cost of playing soccer in Shelton to a minimum.
All travel coaches are asked to enlist one parent to be the concession representative for
their team. This person will create a work schedule for their team’s parents for their
scheduled weekend and will oversee the running of the stand for that weekend. In addition,
this person will ensure that the stand is properly cleaned, closed and locked up at the
completion of each day of the scheduled weekend.
Keep in mind that this concession stand requires a minimum of three people working. One
person is needed to work the grill and fryer, and at least two other volunteers are needed to
take orders and collect money. Due to health department regulations, these jobs must be
kept separate. Saturday mornings require at least 4 people working due to the large crowd
from in house games.
We thank you in advance for your support. A profitable concession stand will assist us in
our efforts to maintain a successful SYSO organization, as well as allow us to look to the
future at options to improve our organization and raise the level of soccer play in Shelton.
Sincerely,

Shelton Youth Soccer Organization
PO Box 2375
Shelton, CT 06484

SYSO
Shelton Youth Soccer Organization

SYSO Concession Committee
Shelton Youth Soccer Organization
We will continue to ask the travel team parents to take on a majority of the work load as
travel players will directly benefit from a profitable stand. Each travel team is assigned one
weekend a season to work the stand. Team parents man the stand in shifts. The duration of
each shift varies between two and four hours.
Unfortunately, SYSO has had parents who choose not to fulfill their obligation to work in
the stand. Therefore, the SYSO board has no other option but to impose the penalty of
benching for one full game the travel player of parents who choose not to fulfill their
volunteer hours.
I have read the above information regarding the obligation to fulfill volunteer hours
at the concession stand. I realize that if I do not fulfill this obligation my child will be
benched from the entire next game in which he or she attends.
Signed ________________________________ Date ________________

Note: This form must be signed and returned before a player pass will be issued.

Note: - No one under 16 years of age may work in the concession stand per Health
Department rules.
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